
Suggestions for Handling Re-Rents for Individual Assets: 

(For the purpose of this discussion, the terms “Re-Rents” and “Sub-Rentals” will be used interchangeably) 

As you may be aware, the Alert EasyPro SubRental Module is available to handle re-rents of Bulk assets, 

however, it does not manage re-rents of Individual assets.  Here are three possible approaches for managing the 

re-rental of Individual equipment: 

Option #1: If you already own several assets in the same rental class but occasionally need to sub-rent a few to 

meet the demands of your customers, you can add some additional fixed asset records to the already existing 

RC#: 

 

 

 

 

Option #2:  If it is an item that you do not own, you can setup an entirely new RC# for the sub-rented item.  For 

example, if you do not typically rent 40’ Scissor Lifts but a client needs one for a job, you can add a rental class 

for them in your inventory:  

 

 

 

 



In both of these options: 

a)  Re-rent assets should use a fixed asset reference number that is easily identified (ex. 8001, 8002, etc.).   

This makes it easy to visually see when a Re-Rental item is out on rent, so that when of your owned units 

returns, you can exchange it and get the Re-Rental back to its owner and off rent.  

b) Re-rent assets should remain status “IA” until you obtain them to keep actual equipment availability 

accurate.   For example, do not activate a Re-Rent item as “CU” until you have sent someone to pick it 

up (this will ensure that the item shows as overbooked until you have made arrangements to get it), and 

do not check it “IN” (set it to “pickup” status instead) until it has been returned.  Be sure to immediately 

set the asset back to “IA” once checked in. 

c) Fixed Assets can be assigned to different rental groups than their Rental Class record, which makes them 

easy to run earnings reports against.  This is particularly handy for measuring earnings against re-rent 

costs and doing historical analysis.  

d) The re-rental items should use the vendor and/or customer defined fields to track where you re-rent 

from. 

e) These options can also be used when you have split-revenue plans with manufacturers or dealers on 

some equipment 

 

Option #3:  Another option is to create one rental class to group all re-rentals into – a sort of “misc rental item”.  

This has been further facilitated by the v10.0 feature of “Substitute Names”.  This allows you to add a 

description of a rental item “on the fly”, so you can have a rental item named “Misc Rental Item” but have it 

appear on the ticket as “40’ Scissor Lift”.   

 

 

 

The advantages to this approach are: 

• You can have one or more of these Misc Rental Items available 

• They can be setup as Bulk or Individual  

• You can rent anything without having to setup different items in advance 

• Each items’ description shows on tickets and Alert reports 

 

The disadvantages to this option are: 

• It does not allow for historical analysis to see what items you had to re-rent to fill your customers needs 

• It doesn’t help determine what you need to buy more of 


